back” came to me I have no idea.
But to the rest of the lettercol, which was better written—
I’ve heard these mentions of your amazing multi-page covers (actually I mean amzing), and have
been properly awed, but I really have no idea what a multi-page
cover is? A cover spread over a series of pages? A wrap-around?
A fold-out? A what?
Flying matchboxes, huh? Well, lessee, they must be a rather
ornery beast … probably not easily domesticated … I bet they
breed like wildfire … that was a pun back there, but you
probably missed it … you’re lucky if you did … next
paragraph…
35¢ pieces? Get off, Ross! Now, 20¢ pieces actually existed
at one time. If you hadn’t been so unfannishly moneygrubbing…
From your comment on Glicksohn’s letter, where you lament the lack of Monty Python on
WBAI, I get the idea that you perhaps have never heard of Monty Python, and/or know little about
them. I’ll explain to you then, and if you do know it won’t hurt—honest, it won’t (would I lie to
you?). The reason you don’t hear Monty Python on WBAI is that Monty Python’s Flying Circus is
not a radio show, it is a tv show, which runs or has run intermittently on BBC. It has produced audio
material, but only on records, much of it adapted from their tv work. I know of 4 of the albums, and
at least two are readily available here. The four are “The Worst of Monty Python” (which I got hold
of as an import on the BBC label), “Another Monty Python Album” available here on Charisma,
“Monty Python’s Previous Album,” also Charisma, and “Monty Python’s Matching Tie and
Handkerchief,” which I hear has surfaced as an import, and will probably be out in this country. The
first of these albums is done before an audience, and is definitely adapted from tv material, but
doesn’t contain audio portions from the show itself. As for seeing Monty Python in this country, one
must shop. The best way (look quick) right now is on the series “Dean Martin’s Comedyworld,” a
summer series which draws comedy from nightclubs, movies and British tv, in the case of Monty
Python. If you don’t mind Monty being Barbara Feldon’s “discovery,” you’ll do well here. There’s
also a movie by the group, called “And Now For Something Completely Different,” which has been
getting bad distribution here (like none) and probably isn’t showing anywhere in NYV right now.
If you ever watched Marty Feldman’s summer series for ABC a couple of years ago (the one where
ABC edited the skits and inserted boring variety acts), you noticed some weird animation by a guy
named Terry Gilliam—he’s Monty Python person (Spike Milligan showed up on those Feldman
shows, by the way). And they do show up other places—twice on NBC’s “Midnight Special,” by
my count. So what do you mean we haven’t been able to see Monty Python—or hear him?
By the way, was that Goon Show record an import on Parlophone, which contained “Six
Charlies in Search of an Author” and “Insurance—the White Man’s Burden,” and was called GOON
BUT NOT FORGOTTEN? Or is there another album I don’t know about?
I am in line with your dissatisfaction with comic books. I have subscribed to two in my Lifetime,
and both have disappointed me. The latest is SHAZAM! Which I subbed to after picking up an early
ish with a Denny O’Neil script. It was part of Billy Batson’s return to the World, and Denny mixing
of the inane with decent plotting was intriguing to me. Now what I get a re 100-pagers, mostly
reprint—in both old and new stories, the decent plotting is gone, and the inane is just insipid. I have
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trouble getting underground, and they can dissapoint too (but look for one called MOONDOG from
the Print Mint). If you want good comics, it’s best to read the papers.
Your confusion on MOONBROTH on whether it took itself too or not enough seriously was
from your labeling it a prozine. It ain’t pro, it’s semi-pro; and the spirit of those publications are
always a bit AC/DC.
The new artwork, what little there was, was beautiful. The cover was much better than last. You
used the right description in a lettercomment that fits your number one cover; you killed it, for me
anyway. The Bems are just too overdone, it’s hard to figure out just what they are. The cover of this
ish is great, slightly maddening, and simply complex (I mean a complex idea carried out without
undue ornamentation—that is, you didn’t kill it). Your youthful bronto on page 43 was exquisite.
You can still Art, Ross.
If the date on this is accurate, then either you’ve already bummed your publishing schedule of
bi-monthly, or you sent me this instead of no. 2. Ork...ork?..Excuse me...(must have been something
I ate) Or, you were late with thish, like the last. That sounds likely. I don’t mind if you’re late with
FANGLE, just pub it quick. People have waited a long time before publishing second issues before
(Look at Doug Carroll) but does the 3rd ever come? I want more of your zines, Ross! I’m going to
wallpaper your shrine with them.
By the by, as to your policy of all-for-all… I still publish a trekzine (last ish was nearly two
years ago, but I wouldn’t complain if I were you), and the nextish should be out soon. If you don’t
mind trading with such a humble periodical as one with the unwieldy title of STAR TREK TODAY
(open to suggestions as to title changes), I’ll put you on the list (and if you ever wanted to art for a
trekzine, Now is definitely your chance).
Pub Real Soon Now. I’m tired of holding my breath.
your humble neofan,
Jim Meadows III
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HARRY WARNER, J R.

July 16, 1974 – Hagerstown, MD

Dear Ross:
here should be more fanzine editors like you. I could write fewer locs which apologize for
failure to respond to seven consecutive issues of a fanzine. All I need do is is explain I’ve
been working on a new fan history book, and that dissipated any remote possibility of an
immediate loc on the welcome second issue of Fangle.
Your cover is quite interesting. I suffered mild acrophobia when I began searching out the
connection between the high arches and the ground level of the pillars. Then I started to think of old
Italian painters when I noticed all the razor-sharp things you’d put in the far background. All this
gives a good illusion of three-dimensionality to the composition, leaving the onlooker with the urge
to move his head a trifle to see if this permits him to see things hidden behind the pillars the way
you’re supposed to be able to do in a laser photograph.
I’ll be interested in the fate of your proposed letterzine policy for Fangle. It’s been thirty years
since such a fanzine was successful for any length of time. Maybe it’s just coincidence, that the right
editor and the correct stable of letter writers have never hooked up all those intervening years to
provide a successor to VOM. Or maybe VOM’s success was in part predicated on World War Two
conditions under which it appeared, providing a perfect outlet for fanac for many fans who were too
busy with service duties or war jobs or keeping one step ahead of selective service, and they could
handle only the quick and easy kind of fanac involved in responding to a letterzine. Sometimes I
suspect that failures to imitate VOM have aborted for lack of an editor who had a strong personality
and the boldness to assert it in his letterzine, as Ackerman did in VOM. I hope you succeed,
although I have my doubts about your ability to get lots of letters within two weeks.
Several letters in this issue bring up a point that puzzles me. I get the impression that
metropolitan areas continue to have subdivisions called by their own special names, like BedfordStuyvesant, just as frequently as in the past. But I believe that this custom is dying in smaller cities.
When I was growing up in Hagerstown, people kept talking about Quality Hill, Harrystown, Honey
Hill, and the Bowery, each of which covers an area ranging from perhaps six to fifteen blocks. But
by now, hardly anyone uses those old names, not even families who have spent generations in this
city. It’s a shame because each of those areas is distinguished by economic and social
characteristics, and if you were looking for a house to rent or wanted to know what your son’s new
friend was like, you got a much better clue by the regional name than from the street address.
Dick Lupoff’s reference to Katz, Kinney, Kunkel and Komar reminds me how startled I am
every time I look through television listings and see a show called Kojak. I feel this impulse to watch
it in order to see the first televised series with New York fandom as its theme. You might be able
to get lots of money to buy stencils and ink if you sued the producers for plagiarism. But elsewhere
in Dick’s letter, I don’t understand why anyone should think fandom is or is not superior to mundane
activities. Why not look at it as a hobby, a way to obtain the relaxation everyone needs from

T
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mundane duties? Some people turn to other hobbies after tiring of fandom, others stick to it, and I
doubt if there is any vast difference in psychic drive or mental foibles between the two groups.
About efforts to make buses more popular: I’ve just done a newspaper column on the bus system
in Morgantown, W. Va., which actually showed a profit for the first three months of this year. It
offers one service I haven’t seen anywhere else. You can flag down a bus anywhere in the block,
just as you would a taxi, and it will stop for you. It sounds heretical at first and then you wonder why
it hasn’t always been that way. A bus doesn’t contribute more to traffic jams than a taxi would when
halting in mid-block. The Morgantown buses have an odd way of keeping on schedule, too. They’re
small buses and the drivers have the right to cut through alleys whenever a traffic jam looms ahead.
Fare there is 40 cents. The management attributes much of the success to scrupulous care in
choosing drivers who will make people want to ride buses through courtesy and high spirits.
I hope your use of Crosstalk as a department title causes lots of those radio talk shows to
collapse. They are my biggest gripe against today’s radio fare. I can endure any type of musical fare,
I’m not interested in news broadcasts but most of them last only five minutes or so and don’t bother
me, but I just can’t stay within earshot of a phone-in show. The seem to attract invariably the most
stupid people within reach of telephones, and most of them seem to train the announcer to be as
combative and rude as possible for the sake of making sparks fly. I used to listen to AM radio quite
a bit after dark, when clear channel stations from far away can be picked up well in Hagerstown, but
half of the stations I once enjoyed have plunged the whole way into my bugaboo.
If you have R. L. Stevenson’s “Phantom Rickshaw,” you have a better collection than Sam
Moskowitz. And I don’t think a foghorn with a 40 to 50 cycle frequency would be too bone-shaking.
The bass section of a piano goes considerably lower than that. Ah, well, even mighty Jove nods on
occasion. I enjoyed the issue very much, and nobody benefited more than I did from the reprints
from the first issue, because I’m fandom’s best forgetter.
Yrs., &c.,
Harry Warner Jr.
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MIKE GORRA

August 9, 1974 – Waterford, CT 06385

Dear Ross,
kay, on to FANGLE. First, I really enjoyed the zine. About your editorial, there is another
letterzine appearing, but its future is in doubt. It’s called LOCOMOTIVE, edited by Ken
Gammage (who wants to back out, I think) and Brett Cox, both of whom are younger than
I, even. Discussion is mostly sercon, however, and while it is an enjoyable little fanzine, I’d have
to say that you do a much better job at it than they do.
That front (and back) cover was really nice, but I think I liked the one on FANGLE #1 better.
Like Arnie, I’ve always had a yen to be an artist, but have never been able to do it. My English
notebook is filled with sketches, stylized letters and names… but no go. It’s the one thing I most
wish I could do and can’t. I have to agree with Terry Hughes. People like you, and Rotsler and
Canfield, people who are basically artists, who can write as well, make us jealous. Bill Kunkel is
a special case. I guess he was a writer first, then discovered he could “Art,” so it’s not quite the same
as the other ones of you.
I was going to use some of my own art in my first fanzine. It was to be a very simple line sketch
of a small spaceship, rather like this:

O

I worked on it for a little while, getting the lines exactly as I wanted them, then tried to commit
it to ditto master. I botched it, and decided not to use it, but just to type out the title, colophon, and
take off. I’ve never attempted fan art since. Some fans don’t learn that they can’t draw, and keep on
trying to… I’ve gotten packets of art from people like that. One person, who has since gafiated, sent
me a bunch of horrible sketches along with a letter, and I couldn’t accept that they were a serious
contribution. I thought they were just some sketches he’d tossed off in a light moment, and so I
tossed them off too...into the wastebasket.
Since I’ve hardly ever traveled through a ghetto that lasted for more than two blocks, I can’t
comment on Bill and Charlene’s experience. But I have been in bars and at amusement parks where
I get the definite impression that if I bump into anybody or anything, I’ll wind up on the end of a fist,
or worse. Actually, I get this sensation more at a local amusement park than anything. The bar I feel
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it at is just a place where late teens and early twenties go to dance, but I feel it there, probably
because it is crowded and I feel a little bit out of place since I’m younger than most everybody there
and legally I shouldn’t be in there. For some reason, almost everybody with a moustache or beard
seems bigger than me, even though, logically, I know there’s not many who are. The situation of
quiet fear isn’t helped much by my friends telling me that I probably wouldn’t stand much of a
chance in a fight against anybody who’s even done a little bit of it, and that my wrestling knowledge
wouldn’t help me at all; again, despite my size and strength. In my mind, I know that nobody’s
going to attack me at those places, but psychologically, I have a little bit of fear that it might happen.
If you want to get Freudian about it, I suppose it comes from being picked on when I was a fat little
kid.
I have a strange, but true, story to tell about puns. Early last June, I got a stack of HYPHENs
from Bruce Pelz. This was practically the first fanwriting I’d read by Walt Willis or John Berry.
After I read a few of them, I started to make puns more readily. I think I read about three issue in
one day, and just for the hell of it, in school, I dropped a few of the puns from the zine into
conversation. And somehow these got me going, and I made up more of my own, spontaneously.
That night, a couple of friends came over, one of whom had a small reputation in my circle as
a punster. While the other one played ragtime piano, he and I played ping pong, but with a
shuttlecock instead of a ball. I dropped in a few of the Willis, Berry, and Shaw puns. I made one of
my own. Two minutes late, I made another. In the next half an hour, I must have made twenty puns,
nearly all spontaneous; nearly all of them bad, too. But they were puns, and in my entire life, I’d
never made so many. One a week was good, I’d thought up until then.
After that night, I was never as good, tho. I think I maybe made five good ones the next day.
Pretty soon I finished most of the HYPHENs, and read the other ones at infrequent intervals. And
my pun production dropped sharply off. I can make a few now and then, but the rate is little better
than before (of course, the fact hat during the summertime I am, because of my work situation,
forced to associate with ta bunch of near illiterates who wouldn’t know a pun if they tripped over
it, doesn’t help matters. Once school starts and I start hanging around people who will recognize
puns when they’re dropped in, I should improve.) But I’ll bet that if I went and reread those
HYPHENs, like issues 16-20 or so, I’d start making them again. ‘Pun my word as a gentlefan I
would, indeed, suh.
I can only remember one of them, one which I thought was really good. “Taking a bath has really
made you __________ of destinktion.” I was visiting my nextdoor neighbors, and a cute little girl
about three years younger than I mentioned taking a bath or shower recently. So I threw that one in;
she got all offended and said “How do you know?!” I had to explain the damned thing to the entire
bunch that was sitting out on the porch. I would have thought that the parents at least would get it,
but evidently they didn’t. I threw in about two or three more that night, and they didn’t catch those
either. It’s maddening when that happens.
I enjoy spoonerisms. But it’s not a form of humor which I understand well at all. My basic
conception of one is just a reversal of the first two or so letters of the two words being played upon,
but here in FANGLE and in an old PELF, there were rather more complex ones. I’ll have to study
those and see if I can get the idea of it. I’d be interested in reading any good books on puns and word
play? Do you know of any? And while some people say it’s the lowest form of humor, I can’t agree
with that. It is the people who can’t make them that say that. Personally, as far as I’m concerned,
any kind of humor can match any other. Even slapstick—if it’s done well, as by the Marx Brothers
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or Laurel and Hardy. It is only when humor is handled by the humorless that one can say one form
is lower than another.
I’ve been trying like crazy to drop a pun into the last paragraph, but I can’t seem to do it. Oh
well. I’d entendred to write more in the way of a loc, but it’s getting late, and I have to get up vry
early tomorrow morning. Hope to hear from you soon.

FRANK DENTON

August 18, 1974 – Seattle, WA

I’ve been meaning to write you a real honest-to-Ghu loc, but it’s not in the cards. We had a wedding
(daughter) and lots of other stuff get in the way of fanac, so I determined tonight to just drop you
a note and tell you how glad I was to see Fangle again. I read it through cover to cover and enjoyed
every bit of it. Gee, you’ve got a run going now. Keep it up.
Swordidly,

Frank

DAVE PIPER
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Dear Ross,
Poor old D. Charles—he didn’t really write the above, you know. He dictated to me and whilst
signing it he happened to notice that there were in fact only 18,327 35¢ coins in the old tin box and
the poor old sod expired with the shock. ‘Do not put your faith in material things Dear Boy’ I have
often said to him. Unless it’s copies of FANGLE. Hee Hee.
Please excuse this handwritten note but, y’see, Cath is the secretary of a ‘Ladies’ club or
somesuch and she’s doing her club-work tonight and there’s only one typer in the house (MINE!
Dammit!!) and she’s using it. So I’m relegated to me Parker. I hope you can read it. The writing not
the Parker.
I got Fangle 2 this morning—and thanks very much. Especially for the airmail delivery. I haven’t
read it all yet but as you announce that it’ll be bi-monthly I thought I’d better, at least, acknowledge
this issue quickly so as to ensure receipt of No. 3.
So please just accept this loadaballs as just an acknowledgment and a big thankyou and an even
bigger Welcome Back and I shall (a threat, not a promise) inflict yet another letter on you ere nonce.
Or something.
Very best,
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DAVE PIPER

15 August 1974–Ruislip, Mddx, England

s threatened, a letter; yet…
It, F2, is a really entertaining issue of a fanzine. It must have been very satisfying to you
to get so many letters (and so many good letters) in response to your first issue. Considering
the quantity and quality (my in-built-English-modesty forces me to exclude that which appears on
pages 25 & 26) of the response I can’t imagine how you managed to refrain from putting out the
second issue until now. But I’m glad you did...er, put it out I mean.
The way you’ve used the letters as springboards to give people like me, who don’t know you
personally, an insight into Ross Chamberlain is obviously a carefully considered editorial plan of
which I heartily approve. There are fanzines where for long-range recipients like me the editorial
presence (despite considerable editorial wordage in many cases) is minimal and somehow I can
never get really interested in the zine. For me, I have to be interested in the editor before I can really
enjoy the magazine. Whilst I realize the way you hope/intend F to go...it seems to me that should
you carry on in the same vein you’ll basically be producing a personalzine. And those I love.
Especially those with a humorous bent (if you’ll pardon the expression?). Awry, Kwalioojah,
Scythrop, Susan’s Lovezine, and even Yandro are to me personal zines regardless of the number of
outside contributors because the editor is very much present. Or editors...I should say. My
continuing interest in Fandom is kept alive by reading of people and their lives. Especially people
who don’t live next door but a thousand or so miles away. Bruce once said to me that a book review
in SFC was as personal to the writer as a heart-opening editorial and whilst I admit that that’s
probably true I can never get away from the feeling that the reviewer is Reviewing for Publication,
and it’s hard enough battling thru the bloody paper/ink/typer to get to know somebody let alone
fighting my way through a thick muslim veil of a book review. Cor, my brain dunn’arf ‘urt
sometimes!!
That’s why I drool over, for example, Bangsund’s publications because in some small measure
they have echoesd and illuminated his life these past seven years or so. Which is why I prefer REG
to SFR, and Susan’s zine to...er, Algol. I don’t mean to knock (for want of a better word I guess)
‘sercon’ fanzines as I enjoy them, but I’m happier with the (where’s the bloody words?) ‘fannish’
type and this I’ve never really understood. I find it infinitely easier to, f’rinstance, write to you
than...er...who(?)...Andy Porter because, in my case, the only thing I can really talk about with even
a tiny bit of authority is me. So all my letters become, basically, private and personal letters from
me to the editor. Reflecting my life, me, my family, interests and sense of humour, etc. If the editor
isn’t interested I get the message and no harm done. If he is, though, it seems to me a worthwhile
exchange on a personal level which just so happens to be published for a few hundred (?) other
people to read or not, depending how they feel. How do you feel about this? Am I explaining myself
adequately?
In fact, what the bloody hell have I been saying? Good question that Dave, er, well I think I’ve
been saying that I enjoyed F2 very much and thank you for sending it to me. When/if you get fed
up with my letters just stop sending it. I’ll understand. I’ll hate you, but I’ll understand.
Bestest,

A
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GREG SHAW

August 1, 1974—Burbank, Calif.

his is a belated response to FANGLE #2, which I received awhile back and have been
meaning to acknowledge. The last couple of months have been busy for Suzy and me. We’ve
bought a house, and are getting to be pretty well settled here in Southern California. I’ve been
working myself to death, trying to catch up on all the projects I’ve started and planned over the last
two years, to make way for new things that are opening up, and somehow in all of it there just isn’t
much room for fandom. I’ve got a FAPA deadline coming up and unless some miracle occurs I
doubt if I’ll make it. Too bad… FAPA remains my only link to fandom, along with the two or three
fanzines I get every year (which is another reason FANGLE gave me such pleasure...) And reading
them always stirs up the old memories and makes me want to get involved again, but another hobby
is something I just don’t have time for.
Actually it’s not altogether true that I’ve given up fanac. In my “spare” time I publish a fanzine
with a circulation approaching 10,000. On reflection, one reason I’ve drifted so far away from SF
fandom is that rock & roll fandom lies so much closer to my real interests & personality. I’m not
what you’d call a ‘bookish’ person; I enjoy SF, but haven’t really read a book of any kind in
months—I’ve been too busy writing, about music. And while SF fandom is in its third year of one
of its worst slumps (the worst ever, I guess, and one I suspect may be terminal...) It’s been a real gas
watching R&R fandom develop. I recall writing letters to a few SF fanzines around ’71 talking about
how I was trying to get something going along those lines; well, now it’s in it’s third generation,
there are over 100 active R&R fanzines, and all on their own these kids have ‘invented’ a lot of the
same customs, attitudes, even the sme slang, that SF fans did. Quite fascinating. I’m considered
some kind of grandfather figure in the field now, they talk in their fanzines of the good old days
when my zine was mimeoed and had that true fannish spirit...a couple have even said I’m getting
too sercon!
This is probably all very boring to anybody who doesn’t know me from my days as an actifan,
so I’ll cut it short. It’s just that for some reason, when I get a zine like yours or the rare treats from
Arnie & Joyce, I feel an obligation to explain why I haven’t been more active. Anyway, give my
best to everybody, and please keep sending those fanzines!

T

Best,

Greg Shaw
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SUSAN WOOD

Aug. 5, ’74 – Regina, Sask., Canada

Dear Ross,
’ve spent the last 2½ months Meaning to Write to thank you for Fangle. I’ve also spent time
trying to finish my PhD dissertation, by the simple expedient of throwing out 2 years’ work and
starting over. With that, and other things, the locs-to-be-written have piled up, and up…
So, before I put it off again:
I like Fangle. I enjoy here’s-where-my-head-is-at zines. I want to write a lengthy loc, but I know
I won’t, until my head is out of Canadian Agrarian Novels, at least. (Dulldulldull)
I’d appreciate the next. Hope it doesn’t take as long. Do you want review/mention?
Under separate cover cometh AMOR, which is where my head was at last May.
Lord, I really want to loc Fangle. Sigh. Was talking to Richard Labonte recently about how
strange it is to see a two-year-old letter in print…
But the Land calls. There is one hell of a lot of land in Canadian novels. Which is basically what
my thesis says, in 360 pages of Academic Jargon—
Best,

I

NORM AN HOCHBERG

July 31, 1974 – New York, NY

an I tell you a boring story? Well, I will anyway. A few years ago when I joined TAPS, Dan
Goodman and some other fan were arguing over the intelligibility of the song lyrics of one
Dave Mason. Anxious to show the two how interested I was in their conversation (which I
was) I immediately piped up with something like “Yea, I once tried to understand the lyrics to a song
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on his Alone Together album.” In the next mailing I was informed that the Dave Mason that they
were talking about wasn’t the same one I was.
Since then, I try to keep my trap shut when entering conversations “already in progress.” Which
sort of does apply to Fangle 2. Not totally, but in a way. So, for the nonce, I shall try to avoid
sticking my feet into my oral cavity. It tastes bad. (It leaves a bad taste in my mouith??)
By the way, thanks for Fangle 2. I’d seen a copy at Moshe Feder’s a week or so ago in one of
my very rare fan outings, and thought I’d write to you for a copy. Then, lo and behold! It arrived a
little while later in my own mail drop. Thanks. The same things keeping me from Moshe’s are also
keeping me from Insurgents (and Fanoclasts, and conventions, and...) And I felt sure you’d forgotten
all about me.
The most comment-worthy thing to me in Fan 2 was “Crosstalk’s” mention of your lethargy.
Lemmee tell you Ross, I suffer from that too, and it’s bad on the finances.
Right now I’m trying to break into the film business. And I am doing it, but things are moving
slowly. I get maybe 8 days of employment out of every 20. Hardly enough to live on, regardless of
the high pay for those 8 days.
So I do temporary work – typing, mostly. The temp agencies don’t pay super great but they do
pay and leave me the freedom to work for them only when I don’t have a film job. It’s a nice
arrangement save for one thing – I have to make the effort to call them. And sometime I just don’t
want to. A lot of the time.
It’s a hard thing to break out of, but as I am learning, the film business requires hustling too. I
just pray (to whomever receives this sort o nonsense) that I can make the adjustment (for the temp
jobs and the film jobs) as well as you seem to have done.
There’s really not much more that I can say other then “Sure you’ll keep up your schedule.
Suuuurrrre you will.”
Good luck,

P.S. Bee-yoo-tee-ful cover. I didn’t know M.C. Escher knew you. How did he put you in the picture?
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SETH M c EVOY

August 12, 1974 – E. Lansing, MI

Dear Ross,
wo and a half years is a long time.I wonder how many others of the people whose letters you
published have drifted away from fandom? It's hard for me to tell because I've drifted (hell.
sped away at full speed would be a more appropriate description) away myself. Harry Warner
is still churning out magazines. Richard Labonte was in a recent Locus, and Aljo was going to have
me print up his fapazine but he didn't get it to me yet and the deadline is tomorrow. so perhaps he
has gafiated too. The last I heard from Loren was that he was folding his zine so that he could write
full time, but I also know he had lone eye-trouble and may not have been able to do any kind of
writing.
So how are things with you? I guess that the secret apa is still functioning. Both from your
PondeRoss Publication Number and Ted White's latest remark in Outworlds. If I remember
correctly, your roommate is/was a Lesbian and if she and I were still in APA I would like to talk
with her because I've had my mind blown by reading Jill Johnston's Lesbian Nation, and it has raised
a lot of questions in my Mind, some of which will hopefully be answered by the time I tackle "the
question" in my novel after next. The question being. how do you relate to women-identifiedwomen if you are a woman-identified-man! After reading Jill's book, I think that any woman who
isn't a Lavender Menace ought to be. I think that men had better start getting their stuff together, or
we'll be left behind.
How odd it is to read one's own old letter. Now I don't read any SF, or hardly any. I'm too busy
reading my own stuff and trying to write it better. I guess I've read some stuff lately. Barry
Malzberg's Destruction of the Temple and Beyond Apollo, and Gene Wolfe's Fifth Head of
Cerberus, all of whom were read both for instruction as well as pleasure. I seldom read the prozines
(promags—what an archaic word I used in that letter!) because the stories are so badly written.
Anyway, you ask if I got any nibbles. Yes, lots of them. As well as two sales. I sold a Captain
Future novelet to a small book publisher who is reprinting Captain future stories and needed a new
one! I also sold a story to Orbit, which is slightly more respectable. My second novel is
off at market and so is my first one. Barry Malzberg even liked my second one but couldn't buy it.
so I think I have a chance with that one. At present, I'm working on a third novel (with the weird title
or Willy the Worm) and am working out plans for a fourth (Man in the Plastic Suit) and a fifth,
which I call my Amazon novel. I would say that my pro career is off to a good start, after a year. In
the year that I've been out of fandom, I've written five short stories, one novelet and two novels, all
of which are marketable. So I'm not sorry I left fandom (and fandom is probably not sorry to have
seen me leave). Everv once in a while I get an urge to start up Amoeboid Scunge, just because
putting out that mag was so much fun, but I resist it strongly. I keep up my FAPA and SAPS
Membership, but those don't require much attention, and I don't get very many fanzines these days,
unless you count Locus or Commentary, both of which I pay for and read for professional reasons.
I even go to Octocon. Midwescon, Mich-i-con, and Marcon, so some would say I was still a fan, but
I'm not really because I don't think of myself as a fan and I don't really think about fandom any
more. I used to think about fandom all the time.
I see that Loren MacGregor (and you) had ambitions to be a great writer. I don't think I have that
ambition. I just like to write and hope that I can make some money at it, because it beats working.
Clarion gave me a strong push toward being a good writer, as well as a strong push.
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